Job Opportunity

Land and Environment Project Officer

The Kitikmeot Inuit Association (KIA) has an immediate employment opportunity for a Lands and Environment Project Officer within its Department of Lands and Environment located in Kugluktuk, Nunavut.

The Lands and Environment Project Officer will support Senior Officers in the Department with the oversight of matters that affect Inuit Owned Land and Inuit interests on Crown land. The KIA owns and manages 20% of the surface lands in western Nunavut. Responsibilities of the job are varied depending on KIA priorities. Aspects of the job relate to environment report analysis and correspondence, traditional knowledge administration, and lands administration, inspections, wildlife, protected areas, and correspondence related to management of Inuit Owned Land. Duty travel is frequently required.

The typical education for the position is a science or environment college diploma. Work experience in the science, environment, wildlife, parks, or land management is an asset. Work experience and education equivalencies may be considered. Skills needed for the job are a proficiency with MS Office software, verbal and written communication abilities, analytical skills, and teamwork. Fluency in Inuinnaqtun or Inuktitut is considered an asset. KIA encourages Inuit of the Nunavut Agreement to apply.

Salary Range: $81,874-$100,550 plus a northern & housing allowance of $19,800, defined pension plan and a generous vacation travel assistance package. Relocation assistance is available. Housing is available in Kugluktuk.

To submit an application or to obtain a job description please contact: Nuka Bolt, Kitikmeot Inuit Association, P.O. Box 360, Kugluktuk, NU X0B 0E0; fax (876) 982-3311; or e-mail: landsadmin@kitia.ca

Closing Date for Applications: April 23, 2021

KIA will contact those candidates considered for an interview.